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Abstract: Polyurethane mixture, made of waste rubber particle, aggregate, and polyurethane ad-
hesive, has low raveling resistance which affects the durability of the mixture. The objective of
this study is to enhance the raveling resistance of polyurethane mixture. The content of polyol in
the hydroxyl component was determined by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The suitable
curing conditions for polyurethane adhesive to enhance the raveling resistance were selected by
the orthogonal experiment and mechanical tests. The relationship of the raveling resistance with
crosslink density and elastic modulus was tested and calculated through the wear test. The results
showed that when the ratios of the isocyanate component to the hydroxyl component were 1:3.2,
1:6.3, and 1:9.5, respectively, the isocyanate component was excessive. The ranking of the significance
of the influence factors, from high to low, was first the curing temperature, then curing time, and
finally the blending ratio; within the ranges of blending ratio, curing temperature, and curing time
selected in this study, the appropriate blending ratio was 10:2, and the curing time was 6 h. For
the polyurethane mixture involved in this study to obtain high raveling resistance, if a crosslinking
agent or a new polyurethane adhesive is added, the tensile strength and tensile elastic modulus
should be in the range of 3.02 to 3.27 MPa and 5.50 to 6.02 MPa, respectively; when using the FS2
polyurethane adhesive directly, the suitable curing conditions for the mixture are 90 ◦C and 6 h or
80 ◦C and 6 h. The results from this study could be beneficial for obtaining a high raveling resistance
for the polyurethane mixture.

Keywords: polyurethane adhesive; polyurethane mixture; curing condition; wear test; direct tensile
test; raveling resistance

1. Introduction

In recent years, the growing number of vehicles has led to tons of waste tires being
generated in the world, which has brought a great challenge for the recycling of scrap
tires [1–3]. The rubber, the main content of tire, is difficult to decompose completely,
and it has a negative effect on the environment. Thus, researchers in the field of road
engineering make efforts to seek environmentally friendly solutions for the utilization of
waste rubber [4–7]. One of the main ways is to grind the tire rubber to powder and add it
into the asphalt binder as an additive for improving road properties [8] while reducing the
utilization of other polymer additives and raw materials [9–12]. Another main method is
using the rubber particle as a kind of fine aggregate to partly replace the aggregate in asphalt
mixtures and improve the deicing performance of asphalt mixtures [13–16]. The continuous
seeking for ways to utilize tire rubber in road pavement enhances the development of
poroelastic road surfaces. Poroelastic road surfaces are mainly composed of rubber particles
processed from waste tires, some aggregates, and polyurethane adhesive [17]. They are
mostly used in the surface of the pavement to reduce the tire–pavement noise due to its
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high air void (up to 40%) and high elasticity [18], since a pavement with a high air void is a
sustainable infrastructure tool used to benefit urban resilience [19].

The concept of poroelastic road surfaces was introduced in Sweden in the late 1970s.
Later, some test tracks were paved in Japan [20,21]. In 2009, a project named PoroElastic
Road Surface to Avoid Damage to the Environment (PERSUADE) in Europe was launched
for testing the concept to reduce road noise [22,23]. The project proved that a poroelastic
road surface could reduce noise by 10–12 dB [24,25]. Meanwhile, some performances, such
as raveling resistance and durability, were found to be a challenge for the further utilization
of poroelastic road surfaces in this project. Following this project, some researchers also
conducted further study on the poroelastic road surface. Krishna et al. prepared five
different poroelastic mixtures and characterized the fundamental material performances of
these mixtures by the stress–strain test and dynamic modulus test. These indicated that
the poroelastic mixture was softer than the conventional asphalt concrete, which plausibly
provided a high noise-dampening response [26]. Jerzy et al. measured the tire–road
noise and compared the rolling resistance of car tires on the poroelastic road surface and
on conventional asphalt concrete [27]. Srirangam et al. explored the stress distribution
on the poroelastic road surface under heavy loads using finite element simulations, and
determined that the response of this layer is influenced by the stiffness of the adhesive
layer [28]. Wang et al. evaluated the suitability of poroelastic road surfaces for urban roads
in cold areas by testing their low-temperature cracking resistance, acoustic performance,
and deicing performance [29]. Wang et al. also investigated the influences of different
composition factors on the raveling resistance, and quantified the raveling resistance
of PERS by measuring the material loss after polishing [17]. In addition, the chemical
structures of polyurethane have also been changed and applied to other pavement practices,
including as pavement repairing material, permeable pavement material, tunnel paving
material and bridge deck paving material, ultra-thin friction course material, etc. [30,31].

The poroelastic road surface has prominent reduction of the noise generated by the
tire–road. However, the raveling resistance found by the PERSUADE project is a limitation
for the durability of its utilization, and it is barely studied. At the same time, the relationship
between polyurethane mechanical indicators and the raveling resistance performance of
polyurethane mixtures has not been studied. This study aims to enhance the raveling
resistance using the curing conditions and tensile strength of polyurethane adhesive. The
content of polyol in the hydroxyl component was determined by Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectroscopy [32,33]. The most suitable curing condition for polyurethane adhesive
was selected through the orthogonal experiment and mechanical tests. The relationship
of the raveling resistance with the crosslink density and elastic modulus was tested and
calculated by the wear test.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

In this study, a two-component solvent-free polyurethane adhesive was used based
on the analysis of previous research; it was mainly composed of a hydroxyl compo-
nent (A) and an isocyanate component (B). It was provided by a company, and part B
was 4-4′-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (Figure 1), but the specific ingredients of part A
were uncertain. The two components were blended according to a certain ratio and re-
acted to form a polyurethane adhesive. The type of polyurethane adhesive used in this
study was FS2.

The rubber granule used in this study was made of waste rubber tire. The shape was
cubic and the particle size was 4.75 mm. The aggregate used in this study was quartz
sand, and its SiO2 content was more than 95%. Its particle size was 1.18 mm, and the
apparent density was 2.702 g·cm−1. To make the mixture have high air void, the contents
of polyurethane adhesive were 30% by weight of the total mass of the mixture.
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2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy Test

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy test is a method to analyze the functional
group of material. The instrument was a Bruker TENSOR 27. The scanning range was
4000–600 cm−1, while the resolution was 0.4 cm−1.

2.2.2. Direct Tensile Test

The direct tensile test of polyurethane adhesive was used to determine the ten-
sile strength of the polyurethane adhesive, indirectly reflecting the adhesion between
polyurethane and rubber granule. This test was conducted by universal testing machine
(UTM). The samples were prepared according the specification test methods for properties
of resin casting body (GB/T 2567-2008). Five replicates were set under the same regimen
for each blending ratio. The temperature of the direct tensile test was 23 ◦C, and the tensile
rate was 10 mm/min.

2.2.3. Crosslink Density Test

The crosslink density is an important index to evaluate the degree of crosslinking of
the polymer material, and it is represented by the number of moles of crosslinking bonds
per unit volume of the cross-linked polymer [34–36]. The higher the crosslink density, the
better the thermal stability of the polymer material. In this study, the stress–strain curve
obtained by UTM (the tensile rate was 2 mm/min) was used to calculate the crosslink
density of the polyurethane adhesive. The tensile elastic modulus was first calculated
from the linear segment of the stress and strain curve, and then the crosslink density was
calculated based on Equation (1).

vE =
Et

3RT
(1)

where Et is tensile elastic modulus, MPa; vE is crosslink density, mol/m3; R is gas constant,
8.314 J/mol·K; and T is the absolute temperature at the time of testing, K.

2.2.4. Wear Test

The pavement accelerated wear instrument (shown in Figure 2), designed at Chang’an
University, was used to simulate the mass loss process of polyurethane mixture under the
repeated action of wheel load to characterize its raveling resistance. It consists of four parts:
drive system, control system, water spray system, and frame. The tire is a polyurethane
industrial tire with a hardness of 70–75 A, a tire pressure of 0.7 MPa, a diameter of 200 mm,
and a width of 45 mm. The wear width with the specimen is increased to 90 mm by the
layout of the tire. The tire running track is a circular ring, on which it is easy to accelerate
wear, and the inner circle radius of the wear surface is 100 mm. The test was conducted at
room temperature.
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Figure 2. Wear test.

Based on the previous literature, the evaluation method for the raveling resistance
in this study was proposed, that is, the height reduction value at the wear position. The
greater the height reduction value, the lower the raveling resistance. It was calculated by
Equation (2).

∆h = h0 ×
M0 −Mt

M0 × St
S0

(2)

where ∆h is the height reduction value at the wear position after abrasion, mm; h0 is the
height at the wear position before abrasion, which is 50 mm; Mt is the mass of the specimen
after abrasion, g; M0 is the mass of the specimen before abrasion, g; St is the surface wear
area of the specimen, calculated according to Equation (3), mm2; and S0 is the surface area
of the specimen, which is 3002 mm2.

St =

[
π(R + 90)2 − πR2)

]
4

(3)

where R is the inner radius of the wear area, 100 mm.
In this study, the accelerated wear instrument was used to perform 1000 r, 2000 r, 4000 r,

8000 r, and 16,000 r on the specimen, and the mass loss of the specimen was measured.
To analyze the different curing conditions of polyurethane adhesive on the raveling

resistance of polyurethane mixture, the difference ∆(∆h) between the height decrease value
∆h under a certain condition and that of the original curing condition (60 ◦C and 12 h) was
proposed. The calculation is shown as Equation (4).

∆(∆hn) = ∆h0n − ∆hn (4)

where ∆(∆hn) is the difference between the height decrease value under a certain condition
and that of the original curing condition (60 ◦C and 12 h), when the abrasion number is n,
mm; ∆h0n is the height decrease value of specimen cured under the condition of 60 ◦C and
12 h, when the abrasion number is n, mm; ∆hn is the height decrease value of specimen
cured under a certain condition, when the abrasion number is n, mm.

It can be known from Equation (4) that if the value of the ∆(∆h) of the specimen is
higher than zero under a certain condition, the raveling resistance of the polyurethane
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mixture is improved under the condition. The larger the value of ∆(∆h), the higher the
raveling resistance of the polyurethane mixture under this condition.

2.2.5. Samples Preparation

For the direct tensile test, the samples of polyurethane adhesive were prepared by
mixing the hydroxyl component (A) and isocyanate component (B) with the mixer and
curing at different conditions. For the wear test, the slab specimens were prepared as
follows: the polyurethane adhesive, rubber granules, and aggregates were first mixed;
the mixed polyurethane mixture was loaded into the slab specimen forming device; and
then the mold with mixture was placed on the wheel rolling forming instrument for
compaction, as shown in Figure 3. A total of 24 cycles of compaction were conducted. After
the compaction of the specimen, the top cover was covered, and the mixture was cured
at 60 ◦C for 12 h.
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2.2.6. Orthogonal Experimental Design

To make the excess isocyanate form a cross-linking under appropriate curing condi-
tions and increase the tensile strength of the polyurethane adhesive, three different factors
and three different levels were selected, and the orthogonal experimental design was pro-
posed. The factors were the blending ratio of the hydroxyl component to the isocyanate
component (factor A), the curing temperature of polyurethane adhesive (factor B), and the
curing time (factor C). The specific influencing factors and levels are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The various factors and levels for the polyurethane adhesive.

Factor
Level

1 2 3

Blending ratio A 10:2 (5:1) 10:2.5 (4:1) 10:3
Curing temperature B (◦C) 60 80 100

Curing time C (h) 4 6 8

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Determination of Polyol and Its Portion

The hydroxyl component (A) consists of polyol and some additives, such as catalyst
and filler. In this section, the polyol and its portion were determined.

3.1.1. Preliminary Determination of Hydroxyl Component

The component A of FS2 polyurethane adhesive was a milky white and viscous
liquid at room temperature. Component A could be isolated and a yellow liquid could
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be separated on the surface if it was stored for a long time. Therefore, the yellow liquid
was extracted before the determination of component A. The details of the extraction
are as follows.

A total of 150 g of component A was placed in a 300 mL centrifuge tube, and 80 g of
a colorless organic solvent, ethyl acetate, was added into the centrifuge tube and stirred.
The viscous component A was completely dissolved in ethyl acetate, and the weight of
each of the four centrifuge tubes centrifuged was 290 g. The centrifuge speed was set
as 5000 r/min, the four centrifuge tubes in the centrifuge were centrifuged for 10 min,
and the centrifuge tube was taken out after the centrifuge stopped running. The original
liquid in the centrifuge tube was separated into an upper yellow liquid and a lower white
viscous solid.

The yellow liquid in the centrifuge tube was collected, and it contained both the
original yellow liquid of component A and the organic solvent ethyl acetate. Then, it was
separated by distillation. The collected 200 mL of yellow liquid was poured into a 500 mL
round bottom flask, and the round bottom flask was connected to a buffer and mounted on
a rotary evaporator. The water bath temperature was 60 ◦C, the air pressure was 127 hPa,
and the rotary evaporation was about 25 min until there was no more liquid condensation
on the surface of the condenser. The organic solvent ethyl acetate in the round bottom flask
was extracted, and the remaining liquid was the original yellow liquid in component A.

A total of 20 g of the original yellow liquid in component A was poured into the
beaker, an equal mass of polyethylene glycol was added into the beaker according to the
ratio of 1:1, they were stirred evenly at room temperature, and the mixture in the beaker
could not cure within 72 h. In the same way, 20 g of component B (MDI) and 20 g of the
original yellow liquid of component A were added into the beaker and stirred to obtain a
yellow–brown liquid. During the stirring process, the two reacted, and the viscosity of the
liquid in the beaker was continuously increased. The yellow–brown liquid lost fluidity and
solidified to a yellow–brown solid two hours later. The solidified material in the beaker
was placed in a 60 ◦C oven and the solid in the beaker was not found to change, indicating
that component B reacted with the yellow liquid in component A to form a new substance.

When the white viscous solid remaining in the centrifuge tube was set at room temper-
ature for 5 days, most of the residual organic solvent ethyl acetate had volatilized, thereby
becoming a white powdery solid. A total of 20 g of the white powdery solid was placed
in a beaker, and 40 g of component A was poured in for a ratio of 1:2 and stirred. After
stirring evenly, the white powder was suspended in the isocyanate component, and the
curing reaction of the mixture in the beaker could not be observed after 72 h.

To analyze the percentage of the yellow liquid reacting with component A, the above
dissolution and centrifugation was repeated; the test results are shown in Table 2. The mass
percentage of the yellow liquid was 31.58% after taking the average of the four test results.

Table 2. Percentage of yellow liquid mass in component A.

NO. Mass of Centrifuge Tube (g) Mass of Component A (g) Total Mass after Centrifugation (g) Percentage (%)

1 68.2 99.9 135.6 32.53
2 62.7 98.9 130.7 31.24
3 67.1 99.9 136.5 30.53
4 67.2 99.9 135.1 32.03

Note: Total mass after centrifugation was the mass of the centrifuge tube, the mass of the white powder solids,
and the total mass of the residual organic solvent.

Component A of the FS2 type polyurethane adhesive was a hydroxyl component,
which contained a yellow liquid capable of reacting with isocyanate, and a white powdery
solid which did not participate in the reaction. The yellow liquid percentage in component
A was 31.58%. The yellow liquid contained a polyol capable of reacting with isocyanate, so
the yellow liquid was named as a polyol liquid, and the white powdery solid was a solid
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filler in the hydroxyl component and an auxiliary agent. The infrared spectroscopy of the
polyol liquid is shown in Figure 4.
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It can be seen from Figure 4 that three absorption peaks were more obvious, and the
wave numbers were 2929.41 cm−1, 2855.59 cm−1, and 1741.59 cm−1, respectively. The
two absorption peaks with wave numbers of 2927.41 cm−1 and 2855.59 cm−1 correspond
to methylene (-CH2-), and the absorption peak with the wave number of 1741.95 cm−1

corresponds to ester group (C=O). Therefore, it can be inferred from the figure that the
polyol may contain more ester groups, that is, it may be a polyester polyol. In addition,
there were many peaks at 1000–1300 cm−1 in the spectrum, and the C-O bonds of ether,
ester, alcohol and other functional groups all have peaks in this range, so the material
structure cannot be estimated as a characteristic peak [37,38]. Therefore, it was difficult to
analyze the molecular structure of the polyester polyol by infrared spectroscopy or other
methods. Since the molecular structure of the polyol was not involved in the subsequent
studies, no further analysis was performed here.

3.1.2. The Blending Ratio of Hydroxyl Component (A) and an Isocyanate Component (B)

The isocyanate component (B) and the polyol liquid of hydroxyl component (A) were
placed in a wide-mouth bottle at a ratio of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3, respectively, and stirred for 72 h.
After the two fully reacted, a small amount of the material in the wide-mouth bottle was
taken for infrared spectrum analysis, and the results are shown in Figure 5.

The isocyanate group absorption peak wave number was 2240~2280/cm−1. As shown
in Figure 5, when the blending ratios of the isocyanate component and the polyol liq-
uid were 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3, the absorption peak of the isocyanate group existed, and the
wave numbers were 2259.86 cm−1, 2273.10 cm−1, and 2276.64 cm−1, respectively. How-
ever, the peak intensity of the isocyanate group decreased as the amount of polyol liquid
was increased.

It can be found that when the blending ratios of the isocyanate component to the
polyol liquid were 1:1, 1:2, or 1:3, the isocyanate component was excessive, so that after the
reaction for 72 h, some of the isocyanate MDI was still not involved in the reaction. The
polyol liquid accounted for about 31.58% of the hydroxyl component (A); therefore, when
the ratios of the isocyanate component to the hydroxyl component (A) were 1:3.2, 1:6.3,
and 1:9.5, respectively, the isocyanate component was excessive. Therefore, to ensure the
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forming of cross-linking under the condition of the excessive isocyanate component, three
ratios, 3:10, 2.5:10, and 2:10, were selected for the further test.
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3.2. Results of the Orthogonal Experiment

Due to the significant relationship between tensile strength and the blending ratio (fac-
tor A), curing temperature (factor B), and curing time (factor C) of polyurethane adhesive,
a three-factor, three-level orthogonal test was conducted to analyze the significance of the
influence of the three factors on the tensile strength of polyurethane adhesive. The test
results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Orthogonal test results for tensile strength and various factors of polyurethane adhesive.

No. Blending Factor A Curing Temperature B (◦C) Curing Time C (h) Tensile Strength (MPa)

1 10:2 60 4 2.37
2 10:2 80 6 3.02
3 10:2 100 8 3.81
4 10:2.5 60 6 2.11
5 10:2.5 80 8 2.54
6 10:2.5 100 4 2.60
7 10:3 60 8 1.45
8 10:3 80 4 1.60
9 10:3 100 4 4.68

The curing conditions recommended by the manufacturer of FS2 polyurethane adhe-
sive were 6 h at 60 ◦C, and the curing conditions of the previous polyurethane mixture
were 12 h at 60 ◦C. Therefore, the tensile strengths of the polyurethane adhesive under
these two conditions were 2.62 MPa and 2.69 MPa, respectively.

As shown in Table 4, the tensile strength of polyurethane adhesive was affected
by the blending ratio of the isocyanate component and the hydroxyl component, the
curing temperature, and the curing time. The results of experiments 1 to 3 in Table 2
show that the tensile strength of the polyurethane adhesive was significantly enhanced
after increasing the curing temperature and increasing the curing time; especially, the
test results of experiment 2 and experiment 3 were significantly higher than 60 ◦C and
6 h. The results of experiments 4, 5, 7, and 8 show that when the curing temperature
was lower than 100 ◦C, increasing the amount of isocyanate lowered the tensile strength.
However, from the results of experiments 6 and 9, it was known that the tensile strength of
the polyurethane adhesive was remarkably improved when the curing temperature was
100 ◦C. Therefore, when the isocyanate was excessive in the polyurethane adhesive, an
increase in the curing temperature and the curing time could increase the tensile strength
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of the polyurethane adhesive; however, when the isocyanate component was added in a
higher amount, the tensile strength of the polyurethane adhesive could be improved only
at a higher curing temperature.

Table 4. Mean and range of tensile strength for each factor at each level (unit: MPa).

Level
Factor

A B C

1 3.067 1.977 2.190
2 2.417 2.387 3.267
3 2.573 3.693 2.600

Sample range 0.650 1.716 0.836
Note: A—blending ratio, B—curing temperature, C—curing time; the meanings of levels 1, 2, and 3 are shown
in Table 1.

It can be seen in Table 4 that there was a significant difference in the influence of the
blending ratio of the polyurethane adhesive, the curing temperature, and the curing time
on the tensile strength of the polyurethane adhesive. According to the range of values, the
significance ranking of the influence from high to low was, first, the curing temperature,
then the curing time, and finally the blending ratio. The mean of the tensile strength of
factor A at level 1 was the maximum among the levels within factor A, while the mean of
the tensile strength of factor C at level 2 was the maximum among the levels within factor
C. Therefore, the appropriate blending ratio in this study was 10:2, and the curing time
was 6 h.

To further analyze the influence rule of curing temperature on the tensile strength of
the polyurethane adhesive, the tensile strength was tested with a blending ratio of 10:2, a
curing time of 6 h, and curing temperatures of 70 ◦C, 90 ◦C, and 100 ◦C. The tensile strengths
tested at the three curing temperatures were 2.83 MPa, 3.27 MPa, and 3.61 MPa, respectively.
This indicated that when the blending ratio and the curing time were constant, the tensile
strength of the polyurethane adhesive increased as the curing temperature increased.

Different tensile strengths and elongations at break under different conditions were
selected for further analysis, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Different tensile strengths and elongations at break under different conditions.

No. Blending Ratio Curing Temperature (◦C) Curing Time (h) Tensile Strength (MPa) Elongation at Break (%)

1 10:2 60 12 2.69 56.4
2 10:2 70 6 2.83 60.0
3 10:2 80 6 3.02 58.0
4 10:2 90 6 3.27 50.8
5 10:2 100 6 3.61 51.9
6 10:2 100 8 3.81 35.1

3.3. Crosslink Density and Elastic Modulus

The load–deformation diagrams for polyurethane adhesive under different curing
conditions are shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, when the specimen was stretched at a rate of 2 mm/min, the
load on the specimen increased with a small fluctuation as the deformation increased,
indicating that a small degree of relaxation occurred in the polyurethane adhesive during
the tensile process. For the specimens cured under the conditions of 60 ◦C and 12 h and
70 ◦C and 6 h, the overall increase trend was approximately a straight line. Meanwhile,
for the specimens cured under the conditions of 80 ◦C and 6 h, 90 ◦C and 6 h, 100 ◦C and
6 h, and 100 ◦C and 8 h, the load first increased with an approximately straight line as the
displacement increased, and then the increasing trend gradually slowed down until the
specimen broke. Therefore, the approximately straight line segment was fitted by the first
polynomial Y = A + BX, and the straight line segment obtained by the fitting was regarded
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as the initial straight line segment of the load–deformation; thereby, the elastic modulus of
the polyurethane adhesive was calculated. The crosslink density was also obtained based
on Equation (1).

It can be seen from Table 6 that the crosslink density and elastic modulus increased
with an increase in curing temperature. This was because the excess MDI acted as a cross
linker at higher temperatures, promoting the mutual crosslinking of the polyurethane
binder molecules. Meanwhile, it can also be seen from Table 5 that the tensile strength
also increased as the curing temperature increased. This was consistent with the previous
study [39].
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Figure 6. The relationship between tensile load and deformation of polyurethane under different
curing conditions. (a) 60 ◦C & 12 h; (b) 90 ◦C & 6 h.

Table 6. Different elastic modulus and crosslink density under different conditions.

No Blending Ratio Curing Temperature (◦C) Curing Time (h) Elastic Modulus (MPa) Crosslink Density
(mol·m−3)

1 10:2 60 12 4.58 620.36
2 10:2 70 6 5.57 754.45
3 10:2 80 6 5.50 745.97
4 10:2 90 6 6.02 815.41
5 10:2 100 6 8.08 1094.43
6 10:2 100 8 9.07 1228.53

3.4. The Relationship between Raveling Resistance and Curing Conditions and Tensile Strength
3.4.1. Curing Conditions

To analyze the influence of the curing conditions on the raveling resistance, the
decrease in the height ∆h at the wear position was selected and fitted by the quadratic
polynomial Y = A + Bx + Cx2, and the relevant parameters obtained by fitting are shown
in Table 7.

Table 7. Parameters of ∆h quadratic polynomial fitting.

Curing Condition 60 ◦C & 12 h 70 ◦C & 6 h 80 ◦C & 6 h 90 ◦C & 6 h 100 ◦C & 6 h 100 ◦C & 8 h

Parameters

A 0.03528 −0.01467 −0.00297 −0.00206 −0.02537 0.03773
B 0.12414 0.05188 0.04036 0.03515 0.04987 0.07204
C −0.00371 −0.00016 −0.00041 −0.00013 −0.00012 −0.00167
R2 0.98656 0.99836 0.99892 0.99635 0.98735 0.99204

It can be seen from Table 7 and Figure 7 that the ∆h of the sled specimen increased
with the increase in the number of abrasions, but the increasing trend gradually slowed
down. At the same time, when the number of abrasions was the same, compared to the
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decreasing height of polyurethane cured at the condition of 60 ◦C and 12 h, other decreases
in height under different conditions were lower;4h under the conditions of 80 ◦C and 6 h
and 90 ◦C and 6 h was lowest. This meant that the change of curing condition improved
the raveling resistance of the polyurethane mixture.
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3.4.2. Tensile Strength

The difference ∆(∆h) of polyurethane mixture under different conditions is shown
in Figure 8. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the ∆(∆h) value of the specimens under
100 ◦C and 8 h after the wear of 1000 cycles was less than zero, and the ∆(∆h) values of
other specimens after wear were higher than zero. Moreover, the tensile strength of the
polyurethane adhesive under the original mixing condition (60 ◦C and 12 h) was 2.69 MPa,
indicating that the increase in tensile strength of polyurethane adhesive can improve the
raveling resistance of polyurethane mixture.
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At the same time, by comparing the ∆(∆h) of different specimens under the same wear
number, it can be found that the mixture under the condition of 100 ◦C and 8 h had the
lowest raveling resistance. The ∆(∆h) showed a significant difference when other specimens
had a wear number of more than 4000 cycles. This indicated that the polyurethane mixture
prepared under the conditions of 80 ◦C and 6 h and 90 ◦C and 6 h had higher raveling
resistance, while the polyurethane mixtures prepared under the conditions of 70 ◦C and
6 h and 100 ◦C and 6 h were relatively low.

3.4.3. Specimens after Abrasion

It can be seen from Figure 9 that when the tensile strength of the polyurethane adhesive
was 3.27 MPa, the raveling resistance of the mixture was the highest. When the tensile
strength was 3.02 MPa, the raveling resistance of the mixture was high. When the tensile
strength of the adhesive was less than 3.02 MPa, or more than 3.27 MPa, the raveling
resistance of the mixture was relatively low at a higher wear number. When the wear
number was 16,000 cycles, the specimens cured at the conditions of 70 ◦C and 6 h and
100 ◦C and 6 h had more solid particles peeled off from the surface than those of 80 ◦C and
6 h and 90 ◦C and 6 h.
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Figure 9. The side views of abrasion specimens under different curing conditions. (a) 70 ◦C & 6 h,
Note: σ = 2.83 MPa, E = 5.07 MPa; (b) 100 ◦C & 6 h, Note: σ = 3.61 MPa, E = 8.08 MPa; (c) 90 ◦C & 6 h.
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In a certain range, the increase in the tensile strength of polyurethane adhesive could
improve the raveling resistance of the mixture to a certain extent, but beyond this range,
the increase in tensile strength cannot improve its resistance. In addition, the increase in
tensile strength depends on the increase in mutual crosslinking. However, this method of
increasing the tensile strength of polyurethane adhesives obtained by increasing the degree
of crosslinking also leads to a significant increase in the tensile modulus of polyurethane
adhesives. Excessive tensile elastic modulus made the deformability of the polyurethane
adhesive worse. Therefore, under the action of wheel load, the polyurethane adhesive
was difficult to adapt to the uncoordinated deformation between the rubber particles and
the fine aggregate, and the stress in the polyurethane adhesive exceeded the strength
value prematurely.

It can be seen that to ensure the high raveling resistance of the polyurethane mixture,
the tensile strength of the polyurethane adhesive should not be too low without changing
the composition of the material of the mixture. At the same time, the tensile modulus
should not be too high. For the polyurethane mixture involved in this study to have a high
raveling resistance, if a crosslinking agent or a new polyurethane adhesive is added, the
tensile strength and tensile elastic modulus should be in the range of 3.02 to 3.27 MPa and
5.50 to 6.02 MPa, respectively. When using FS2 polyurethane adhesive directly, the suitable
curing conditions for the mixture are 90 ◦C and 6 h or 80 ◦C and 6 h.
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4. Conclusions

This study investigated the methods to enhance the raveling resistance of polyurethane
mixture from the perspective of polyurethane adhesive. The hydroxyl component was stud-
ied by the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The curing condition of polyurethane
adhesive was determined through the orthogonal experiment and mechanical tests. The
ranges of tensile strength and tensile elastic modulus needed to have a high raveling
resistance of polyurethane were proposed. The following conclusions are drawn.

(1). The mass percentage in the polyol liquid was 31.58% for the hydroxyl component.
When the ratios of the isocyanate component to the hydroxyl component were 1:3.2,
1:6.3, and 1:9.5, the isocyanate component was excessive. It was helpful to improve
the crosslink density and the tensile strength.

(2). The ranking of the significance of the influence factors, from high to low, was first
the curing temperature, then the curing time, and finally the blending ratio; within
the ranges of the blending ratio, curing temperature, and curing time selected in this
experiment, the appropriate blending ratio was 10:2, and the curing time was 6 h.

(3). For the polyurethane mixture involved in this study to have a high raveling resistance,
if a crosslinking agent or a new polyurethane adhesive is added, the tensile strength
and tensile elastic modulus should be in the range of 3.02 to 3.27 MPa and 5.50 to
6.02 MPa, respectively; when using FS2 polyurethane adhesive directly, the suitable
curing conditions for the mixture are 90 ◦C and 6 h or 80 ◦C and 6 h.
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